
Hello from us all.  

We hope that this finds you well, safe and enjoying the 

time at home with your families. As a team we have been 

keeping in touch regularly and video calling each other. 

It’s a really odd situation to find ourselves in but it’s for 

the best and we will eventually get to see each other again. 

We look forward to working with you all again whenever 

that may be.  

We have all been working hard to make sure that you all 

have work to complete at home. Although it can be 

difficult working from home, all we ask is that you just do 

your best. Sometimes it can be harder for practical 

subjects like ours as we just want to make and create and 

this can sometimes be more challenging than the more 

paper based subjects. But if you get the opportunity to do 

any creative then please photograph it and send it into us 

as we have a ‘Lockdown Gallery’ which is updated weekly. 

You may have seen this on the school website.  

https://www.teignmouthsecondary.co.uk/lockdown-

creativity-continues/ 

 

We have all been working hard from home, but like you 

we have been enjoying the time doing other things. Keep 

reading to see what we get up to in our spare time.  

Stay Safe and enjoy the extra time doing the things that 

you love. Keep clapping for our NHS and remember we’d 

be lost without them. Love Team Tech and Art xx 

 

 

 

Miss Edwards 

Whilst organizing the team Miss Edwards has been 

making the most of the glorious weather and spending as 

much time allowed to enjoy the fresh air and scenery. 

Poppy, her lively Springer Spaniel is currently living her 

best life with longs walks and lots of love and attention.  

These pictures here are taken at Plymbridge and Haybrook 

bay which is handy to drop off shopping to Miss Edwards 

mum and dad. 
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    Miss Redfern 

During her time at home Miss Redfern has been working 

very hard using her sewing machine and sewing scrubs 

and masks for the NHS. Miss Redfern has two dogs and 

one cat. The dogs have loved the extra walks and enjoyed 

the company however the cat has taken full government 

advice and has social distanced throughout and is looking 

forward to the quiet days at home alone again.  

  

 

Mrs Wilson 

During lockdown Mrs. Wilson has been working hard to 

build on new animation skills ready for a new 

photography unit. The Wilson family have enjoyed lots of 

bike rides and long walks made all the better because of 

the sunshine and spending lots of time in the garden. We 

have played lots of games, watched films and maybe gone 

to bed a bit too late. The art team have marked all of the 

GCSE books and under strict distancing rules all marks 

have been submitted. We are proud of you all xx 

   

 

 

Mr Hawker 

Mr Hawker has been 

really busy throughout 

the time at home. His 

grandchildren are 

really lucky to live in 

another part of his 

house so they have been 

able to see each other as 

well as his daughter. 

They have been making 

planes, spent lots of 

time at the beach and he 

has even been 

commissioned to make 

a stained glass window. 

Note he has also had 

time to grow a beard 

and the departmental 

WhatsApp group agreed 

that he should keep it.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Kevern 

Herbert Kevern, Mrs Kevern’s crazy working springer 

spaniel would have found lockdown very difficult as would 

the rest of the family as he requires long walks to burn off 

all of his energy. Mrs Kevern has been enjoying the beach 

whilst walking Herb and Mules Park. She has also been 

painting and drawing of which she is amazing at. See for 

yourself.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mrs Robinson 

Mrs Robinson has been really busy throughout making 

sure that she is feeding her creative mind.  She has been 

experimenting with clay, glazes and using natural forms 

to create some beautiful pieces. Mr Robinson has also got 

involved by helping to collect wild garlic whilst they have 

been out walking which they used to create wild pesto. 

They have of course had the company of their cat Milo who 

never leaves their side and although is very much loved 

cannot seem to keep his paws off the art work. Did you 

know that Mrs Robinson also makes her own jewellery?  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

Mr Willis  

Life in lockdown has been a testing experience for Mr. 

Willis, but as you can see the stress hasn’t affected him 

much!!!!!! What you see below is an example of how much 

time Mr. Willis has on his hands in-between helping his 

son with his school work!!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Miss Ousley 

Lockdown has meant that Miss Ousley cannot spend time 

with Mr Hussey although they understand it’s for the right 

reasons. However she has enjoyed having BBQ’s in the 

garden with her housemate and loving the walks on the 

beach with Chloe (princess) the dog. Some of you might 

have seen Miss Ousley in school where she has been doing 

some exciting projects using prints, clay and about to 

embark on a large project to go on the wall in the corridor. 

Watch this space…… 

 

 

 

 

  

 


